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A MULTI-LAYER ATTACK MODEL INTEGRATING 
HUMAN FACTORS IN DELIVERING CYBERSECURITY

Introduction
Today’s hyper-connected environment has led on one side to an appreciable 
increase in productivity, efficiency, and system integration and, on the other 
side, to an increased number of potential risks1. European policies are giving 
a strong impulse to the digitalization of enterprises to speed up their moderni-
zation, especially in the manufacturing domain2. This rapid digitalization has 
made organizations highly dependent on data and information belonging to 
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Questo studio propone un innovativo modello di attacco multilivello per la sicurezza informatica che 
integra livelli umani, di accesso e di rete. In particolare, si concentra sullo strato umano che è stato 
recentemente riconosciuto come una questione ancora aperta. Attingendo alla letteratura, vengono 
identificati i fattori umani (HF) che contribuiscono alle vulnerabilità informatiche e i comportamenti 
umani che possono portare a vulnerabilità. Infine, la ricerca discute le capacità umane che potrebbero 
essere sfruttate come fattori di mitigazione. Considerando gli HF da una duplice prospettiva, lo studio 
fornisce un approccio olistico che tiene conto sia degli elementi tecnici che di quelli umani nella ge-
stione della sicurezza informatica.

This study proposes an innovative multi-layer attack model for cybersecurity that integrates human, 
access, and network layers. In particular, it focuses on the human layer which has been recently re-
cognized as a still open issue. Drawing on literature, human factors (HFs) that contribute to cyber 
vulnerabilities and human behaviors that can lead to vulnerabilities are identified. Finally, the research 
discusses human capabilities that could be leveraged as mitigation factors. By considering the HFs 
from a twofold perspective, the study provides a holistic approach that accounts for both technical and 
human elements in cybersecurity management.
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their integrated systems and opening new risk scenarios3; as a matter of fact, 
this dependency makes a cyber threat even more impactful in terms of conti-
nuity of business operations, theft of confidential information, and reputational 
harm. For these reasons, cybersecurity has become a top priority for organi-
zations that are operating with increasingly dynamic and real-time optimized 
cyber socio-technical systems. Hazards are constantly changing, and threats and 
incidents become more sophisticated, forcing a continuous reconsideration of 
strategies to ensure operational continuity4. An attack model called Multi-Layer 
Attack Graph (MLAG) has been recently proposed5 to capture the complexi-
ty and multiplicity of the cyber threats. The MLAG considers technical and 
non-technical vulnerabilities that can affect organizations by enlarging the per-
spective with respect to classical attack graph models and by considering diffe-
rent potential correlated dimensions where vulnerabilities may impact, i.e. at a 
human level, network access and credential level, and network level. Literature 
and daily practice suggest the need to further investigate the human role within 
the system, so this study focused on the identification of human factors and 
the vulnerabilities generated by individuals. Investigative activities conducted 
following numerous cyber incidents have traced at least part of their causes to 
human error or negligence, pointing to users as a weak link in the development 
of secure environments. 
Therefore, countering cyber threats requires a focus on people and behaviors, 
not just technology. It is no longer enough to create a secure infrastructure; or-
ganizations must also address the human factors of cybersecurity by cultivating 
an informed and proactive workforc6. In this scenario, specific aspects of human 
and system errors are explored in cybersecurity discipline, but there is still a 
necessity to identify effective approaches which integrate human and technical 
aspects in a dynamic risk management framework focusing on threat and attack 
models, risk identification, and mitigation capabilities. 
Hence, starting from a multi-layer attack graph reference model, this research 
is intended to be a first step towards defining a taxonomy of human factors, and 
classifying them with respect to human behaviors. Finally, the study identified 
human risk factors and capabilities that can mitigate the identified human vul-
nerabilities. 
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Threat Modelling
Identifying threats is a challenging task for every organization since they may 
arise from many different perspectives. Concerning the cyber security domain, 
there are many different approaches and perspectives to elicit and identify thre-
ats related to the ICT infrastructure. Among the most relevant examples, the 
STRIDE7 threat elicitation model is a software-centric approach, while the at-
tack tree and attack graph models are asset-centric approaches. In this paper, we 
will focus on the attack graph model as it allows us to capture multiple points 
of view including the technical perspective, i.e. the actual environment under 
analysis and in particular the set of vulnerabilities affecting the environment, 
the asset perspective, i.e. the elements in the environment that are particularly 
relevant for the organization and the attacker perspective, i.e. the capabilities 
that an attacker should have to exploit the identified vulnerabilities and mate-
rialize the threat. In the literature, an attack graph (AG) is commonly conside-
red a (graphical) representation of possible ways via which a potential attacker 
can intrude into the target network by exploiting a series of vulnerabilities on 
various network hosts and gaining certain privileges at each step. Many forma-
lizations exist but, in general, a vertex of the attack graph represents privileges 
that an attacker may get over hosts (or devices) connected to the network and 
edges represent the vulnerabilities that may be exploited to gain additional pri-
vileges. For example, an attacker may exploit a software vulnerability to gain 
user level access on a web server and then, from this first foothold, exploit a 
second vulnerability in the operating system of the compromised machine to 
raise its privilege level to administrator, a favorable position to explore a larger 
attack surface on the host and the connected network. This scenario would be 
represented in the AG by two vertices representing user - and administrator- le-
vel privileges on the target host and an edge connecting them to represent the 
vulnerability. In the last 10 years, this model has been widely used to support 
different tasks like network hardening, risk analysis, and online detection, but 
it has currently a huge limitation: it can capture and represent only the ICT unit 
of the organization and to support the analysis of the level of exposure only 
from a technical perspective. Recently, an extension to this model, namely a 
Multi-Layer Attack Graph (MLAG) [5] model has been proposed to address 
this limitation and to consider also additional non-technical vulnerabilities that 
can affect the system enlarging the perspective and considering different layers. 
In the MLAG model, a threat is represented implicitly and strictly related to 
the notions of risk, asset, and vulnerability. Vulnerabilities and how they can 
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be exploited in sequence to materialize a possible threat are at the heart of the 
model. The MLAG is based on the observation that an ICT network is not an 
isolated environment but interacts with many external factors, i.e., humans and 
processes, and such interactions may lead to the identification of additional thre-
ats enabled and driven by human factors and vulnerabilities. Thus, the MLAG 
includes multiple dimensions (shaped into layers) to capture all these relevant 
factors. This technique allows focusing on the vulnerabilities, on their exploits, 
and on the sequence in which possible exploits can be launched by the attacker. 
Any threat is inferred from the possible attack paths. The MLAG takes the same 
perspective as common AGs and models human vulnerabilities as a particular 
class of vulnerabilities that may provide privileges on the ICT system through 
the usage of access credentials. Thus, it introduces additional types of vertices 
and additional types of edges to represent and encode the fact that a human 
vulnerability, e.g., leaving the laptop unlocked while going out from the office, 
may provide the adversary with access to an ICT device (i.e., the connected 
laptop) from which the attacker has initial privileges on the network and can 
progress with an attack. The goal is to extend the notion of AGs and paths to 
multiple layers to provide a more complete view. The MLAG model supports 
the definition of attack paths through four different layers: human, access, busi-
ness, and network. (Figure 1) shows an overview of these four layers to repre-
sent and analyze complex attack scenarios arising from the exploitation of both 
technical and non-technical vulnerabilities. 

Fig. 1 - Multi-Layer Attack Graph (MLAG) Model

Thanks to its layer, MLAG allows to represent and to analyze an attack origi-
nating from an external attacker that exploits insecure human behaviors to get 
valid access to a device and then compromises the security of relevant assets 
reachable through the network. From a risk assessment perspective, all three 
layers (human, access, and network) can be the subject of hardening decisions 
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to various extents (i.e., mitigation actions can be both technical and non-techni-
cal and can be applied to any layer). When attacks lead to the failure of the or-
ganization’s mission, they have a disruptive impact on business processes (bu-
siness layer). Understanding the dependencies of assets (and their applications) 
is key to being able to correctly estimate the impact of attacks. While system 
vulnerabilities can be considered available information (i.e., they can be retrie-
ved by automatic vulnerability scanners and analyzed using publicly available 
information e.g., those stored in NVD), identifying, classifying, and analyzing 
human vulnerabilities is still an open issue. 

Human Factors & Vulnerabilities
The International Ergonomics Association defines human factors as the “scien-
tific discipline concerned with the understanding of the interaction among 
humans and elements of the system”8. Human factors have been analyzed in 
various fields, especially the medical and aviation industries which have exten-
sive work in this discipline9. Among the most famous classifications of human 
factors, in 2009 Dupont proposed “The Dirty Dozen”10, a classification taken 
up by other fields such as healthcare and aviation11,12 and useful also for cyber-
security13. Companies employing strong technology security policies frequently 
fail to address the human sources of vulnerability. Undoubtedly, the study of 
human factors is a research area neglected and underappreciated in cybersecu-
rity14. Human engagement in information security is just too valuable for or-
ganizational leaders to continue ignoring the role of human behavior analysis 
in information security15,16. argued that empirical and theoretical research on 
human aspects of cybersecurity should be expanded based on the amount of 
human error-related occurrences to develop strategies to improve cybersecurity. 
Many classifications, ontologies, or just perspectives on what components of 
human character most affect cybersecurity have been offered throughout the 
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years, with a focus on human factors and cybersecurity research. Characteri-
zation of human factors, including human behavior, is required above all to 
understand how the activities of users, defenders (IT workers), and attackers 
impact cybersecurity risk. However, a taxonomy that takes into account human 
factors, human behaviors, and the resulting cyber vulnerabilities that are being 
generated as far as the authors know is missing. In this first stage, the authors 
selected a human factor classification and through an exploration of the lite-
rature identified human behaviors linked. We chose the factors categorization 
proposed by Dupont10 both because of its use in the cybersecurity field13 and 
because sufficiently broad to include multiple subfactors useful in describing 
all critical issues. Dupont defines the twelve factors as the “Dirty Dozen”10. The 
name was chosen to reflect their negative connotation. The author emphasizes 
the necessity of understanding human elements that might lead to a mistake, 
regardless of scale, and suggest the “best way” for decreasing human error: (1) 
identify human factors, (2) implement human factors training and (3) create a 
work environment resistant to human mistakes. Dupont’s list takes into account 
the following 12 factors:
− Lack of Communication; 
− Complacency; 
− Lack of Knowledge; 
− Distraction; 
− Lack of Teamwork; 
− Fatigue; 
− Lack of Resources; 
− Pressure; 
− Lack of assertiveness; 
− Stress; 
− Lack of awareness;
− Norms.
After selecting the classification, we used the human factors as keywords to 
identify determinants related to the human factors that generate cyber vulnera-
bilities in the relevant scientific literature. In addition, human factors and perso-
nality traits that characterize the user17,18, generate risky cybersecurity behaviors 
that were also identified. The term risky behaviors refer to situations such as: 
not contacting IT support in case of an attack, sharing passwords with collea-
gues, deleting files due to distraction, or not reporting an incident7,19.  Next, our 
study linked these identified factors with the vulnerabilities listed in20 and in 
the updated version of the standar21. The document ISO/IEC 27005 provides 
guidelines for information security risk management. The document offers a list 
of vulnerabilities that apply to all types of businesses that want to manage risks 
that might undermine their information security. (Table 1) provides a detailed 
description of factors and associated behaviors and vulnerabilities.
Table 1 - Human Factors & Vulnerabilities
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These human factors, vulnerabilities, behaviors, and the relationships that emer-
ged between them contribute to the characterization of individuals in a cyber-
security process. Furthermore, to enable a complete formulation of the human 
layer operating in the threat model shown above and for its application within 
organizations one must combine these considerations with specific assessments 
of the profile of the actors involved. In order to properly develop the model, it 
is essential to characterize each node of the human layer, using variables such 
as the individual’s personality traits, behaviors, skills, and job duties. To do this, 
multiple formal questionnaires are available in the literature (e.g. Five Factor 
Model of personality36,37, Human Aspects of Information Security Questionnai-
re23, Organizational Information Security Culture Measure38) that have to be 
integrated and tailored with our findings on human factors in cybersecurity and 
with the context of their work activities (e.g., time in a current role that may 
contribute to their associated level of vulnerability for the environment). The 
questionnaire will return a cybersecurity profile for everyone (i.e., a set of cha-
racteristics that can describe and quantify their attitude toward cybersecurity in 
the context of their work activities). This value will serve in the formalization 
of the new human layer of the threat model.
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Risk Mitigation Factors & Capabilities
According to what emerged from the academic literature and managerial con-
text, nowadays human factors represent a determinant and non-negligible ele-
ment that must be addressed to ensure the effectiveness of cyber security mea-
sures. Effective strategies, established widely in the general research stream of 
Risk Management, highlight the first way to build best practices in cybersecu-
rity. To proceed with the mitigation strategies inferred from existing literature, 
it is useful to categorize only those action strategies. As proposed by39, the risk 
quantification approach can take inspiration from the various literature sources 
that identify risk as a function of potential threats, vulnerabilities, and conse-
quences40,41. Threats, represented by the internal or external agents intended to 
disrupt or cause harm to the organization, is the least manageable factor for 
organizations; therefore, this area of intervention is less relevant for the overall 
mitigation of cyber risk when compared to the two other factors. Nevertheless, 
managers can try to mitigate internal threats through different strategies: (1) 
Background checks of personnel, (2) Operating policies and procedures, and (3) 
Quality control procedures. On the other hand, regarding external agent threats, 
as it is impossible to clearly identify ex-ante such agents and affect them, means 
to mitigate, or eliminate this type of threat are generally absent. Vulnerabilities, 
defined as a weakness in the system that can be exploited by criminals, are one 
of the two other parts of the risk equation that are relatively easy to address 
by managers. In this contest, the most known mitigation strategies within risk 
management take place. Generally, such mitigations actions are connected to 
the probability of occurrence (and success) of a cyber-attack: Education of em-
ployees’ cyber awareness, Enforcement of cyber security policy, Strong pas-
sword policy, Multifactor authentication, Enact encryption, Regular updating 
of firewalls, virus scanners, intrusion detection systems42, Updated inventory of 
systems, devices, software, services and IT applications in use, Identification of 
specific responsible person for management and protection of information and 
computer systems, Use of always-updated technical software. Consequences, 
i.e. the result on the system if the threat has successfully exploited vulnerabili-
ties, represent the other factor that managers can address in a targeted manner. 
Mitigation actions linked to risk consequences are generally about lowering the 
negative impact of cyber-attacks once they succeed in breaching or are ready 
and able to damage the organization: Keep supervisory control networks and 
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corporate networks separate42,  Hunt for intrusions, Creation of a System Re-
covery Plan, Periodic backups of business-critical information and data, Clear 
and widespread procedures to inform cybersecurity personnel in case of attack. 
A possible complementary solution, to help build best practices from the abo-
ve Risk Management strategies, is to rely on the increasing development, by 
organizations, of digitalization capabilities that can have a direct impact on se-
curing business solutions and organizational resilience as well3,43. Among the 
most relevant solutions emerging from the literature, the organizations may use 
a variety of heterogeneous resources to implement digital solutions at varying 
degrees and stages throughout business operations.
This strategy may involve differentiating between digitalization capabilities 
that enable information exchange and processing, and those that facilitate task 
automation44. Building improvisational capabilities, both at an organizational 
and individual level appeared to be another key element. We refer to these as ca-
pabilities that allow for impromptu adaptation and are most suitable for highly 
volatile environments that are defined by abrupt shifts in demand and unforese-
en technological advancements45. 
From a more detailed perspective, these can be seen as the ability to quickly 
modify current resources and create new operational capabilities in response to 
unforeseen and pressing environmental circumstances using IT-based capabili-
ties, such as the efficient utilization of digital IT systems46. 
Following this line of thought, the timely reconfiguration of resources can also 
be seen as a distinctive capability on its own47. However, the digitalization ca-
pability that can be seen as the most immediate and relevant refers to promoting 
a continuous learning environment: organizations ought to encourage ongoing 
education regarding the distinct features of digital technologies, by obtaining 
fresh expertise from both internal and external sources, and by establishing no-
vel digital roles47.
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Conclusion
This paper aimed to discuss the impact of human factors in the context of cyber 
security management, while suggesting possible ways to effectively manage 
it, also following principles derived from the Risk Management perspective. 
Managing cybersecurity is a complex activity with multiple actors and systems 
involved. This research presents a model, the multi-layer attack graph, capable 
of capturing this complexity and managing increasingly sophisticated cyber 
threats. The proposed model not only maps threats from a technical point of 
view by studying the relationships between known access layers and network 
layers but stresses the importance of including a human layer in the assessmen-
ts. However, in order to include the human dimension one must formalize what 
characterizes the individual in the human layer. 
To this extent, there is a certain degree of acknowledgment of these factors and 
their severity from both practitioners and scholars, proven by multiple efforts 
towards categorizing them [13] but still a systematic development of knowled-
ge on human factors and human vulnerabilities lacks. 
The article proposed an initial classification of human factors involved in cyber 
security representing a starting point in constructing the relationship between 
human factors, human behaviors and cybersecurity vulnerabilities. Finally, the 
article stressed the importance of identifying strategies that can leverage hu-
man capabilities for an effective cybersecurity process. In conclusion, the study 
proposed an approach that can help the practitioners to think in a cybersecurity 
perspective that does not only focus on technical aspects but also considers as 
important the human element with all its peculiarities that make it both a vulne-
rability and a possible mitigation factor. 
Possible future directions include the development of a comprehensive taxo-
nomy of these factors, involving researchers and experts in the field in its for-
mulation. Next, a semi-quantitative methodology will be investigated to define 
a cybersecurity profile of individuals to characterize the function that links the 
nodes of the model. 
Finally, efforts should also be made to identify and evaluate possible solutions, 
such as proposed risk mitigation factors and digitization capabilities.
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